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                                                                                                                   C 
                                                                                                                 onst 
                                                                                                              ellation 
                                                                                                            Hufnagel 
                                                                                                                      Funkhouser 
                                                                                       was born on 
                                                                                                       September 2: 19 
                                                                                                     99: At Saint Vinc 
                                                                                                   ent’s Hospital: Stat 
                                                                                                  en Island: New York 
                                                                                                City: New York: USA: 
                                    Constellation Hufnagel Funkhouser’s favorite activity as a child is playing games 
                                        like tag and other funaround games: Constellation Hufnagel Funkhouser’s first job was 
                                          feeding the cat: Constellation Hufnagel Funkhouser’s mother was born in Bronxville: 
                                            Eastchester: Westchester County: New York: USA: Constellation Hufnagel Funk 
                                               houser’s father was born in Saint Louis: Missouri: USA: As a child Constellation 
                                                  Hufnagel Funkhouser has lived in St. George: Staten Island: New York City: 
                                                     New York: USA: Frelinghuysen: New Jersey: USA: Cyberjaya: Malaysia: 
                                                       As a child Constellation Hufnagel Funkhouser loves her mom and dad: 
                                                         Her sister: Aleatory: Her friends: Her Self: Now: Constellation Huf 
                                                      nagel Funkhouser lives in Frelinghuysen: New Jersey: USA: As an adult 
                                                       Constellation Hufnagel Funkhouser loves to sit by her window at night squeezing 
                                                  her arms together dreaming of flying up to the moon: Constellation Hufnagel Funk 
                                              houser’s favorite animal is Dog: Constellation Hufnagel Funkhouser’s favorite idea is that 
                                     she can grow up and learn quickly: Constellation Hufnagel Funkhouser’s favorite objects are 
                              diamonds: Because of the in these days rarefied elegant expansiveness of her fabulous name: 
                           Constellation Hufnagel Funkhouser is at times referred to as Stella: Constellation Hufnagel Funk 
                           houser is a student in elementary school: This year Constellation Hufnagel Funkhouser was a student 
                                                       at the Australian International School: Kuala Lumpur: Malaysia: 
                                                       Constellation Hufnagel Funkhouser is now in second grade at Freling 
                                                       huysen Elementary School in Frelin  ghuysen: New Jersey: USA: The 
                                                       aim of the art of Constellation Hufna       nagel Funkhouser is to create 
                                                       interesting things: The aim of the             life of Constellation Hufnagel 
                                                       Funkhouser is to learn a lot and                     to have a good life: And now I 
                                                       will say farewell to you: And I                             will sing of another loved 
                                                       stellar child flying up into                                     all eye ear finger mouth 
                                                       skin heart of life its                                               Self fabulous life wide 
                                                       open to the sky of                                                        bright sun in brain 
                                                       all the ocean rh                                                                  ythmic moon in 
                                                       her lungs a                                                                            nd the far 

                                                       flashing                                                                                      stars in  

                                                      h e r f                                                                                               ing e r 

                                                      tips                                                                                                      t oo: 
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